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Also Includes Free Bonus Book: Honey!!Have you ever wanted to really enjoy wine and share your
enjoyment with others? Perhaps you have wanted to go to a wine tasting and actually know what
you are talking about? Whatever your reasoning, everything you could want to know about
understanding wine is between the covers of this book! â€œEverything You Ever Wanted to Know
about Wineâ€• not only shares some incredible wine based facts, but it also includes what you need
to know to accurately critique a wine of your choice. Want to know how wine is made? The
difference between red wines and white wines? Or maybe you just want to know more about the
different wine types and varietals? This easy to read and easy to understand guide has a chapter
for all of that and more!From what makes wine, wine, to how the different types of wine differ, to the
distinguishing features of each wine variety, this book has the answers to it all. Go from a wine
novice to a knowledgeable wine connoisseur who knows how to judge a good wine! If you are a true
chocoholic, then the chances are that you know exactly what you like and what you donâ€™t. If you
are like most people, then you enjoy a good milk chocolate and arenâ€™t too fond of higher
percentage dark chocolates. Do you know why you like these chocolates though? Do you know
what makes one more appealing than the other? If not and you are considering buying this book,
then the chances are that you want to know.When it comes to chocolate, most of us enjoy good
chocolate, but few of us know what makes a chocolate a good chocolate. â€œEverything You Have
Ever Wanted to Know About Chocolateâ€• not only takes a close look at why some chocolate
varieties appeal to us more than others, but it also looks at many different types of chocolate! Most
people â€“ even self-professed chocoholics â€“ can only name a few chocolate varieties, but did you
know that there are more than twelve different chocolate types? Curious to learn more about the
chocolate varieties that youâ€™ve been missing out on? Want to become an official chocolate
aficionado? Everything you ever wanted to know about chocolate lies just inside this book!
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This is a really interesting guide on Wine, Honey and Chocolate. It includes a lot of illustrations,
detailed information and step by step processes. I learned a lot from this guide the basic knowledge
to make Wine, Chocolate and Honey and the illustrations helped a lot. It also includes a table of
contents to quickly navigate through pages. I definitely learned a lot from the processing stand point
and learned how to keep them in an optimal temperature and the maintenance of these products.
Overall, a great guide and I learned a lot.

I have always loved chocolate and because I am fond of it, I was curious on how it these are made.
Yes, I actually bumped into the right book. It really taught me more about chocolates and not just
that, I knew more about wines too! This is quite an informative read.

Add roses to that and nothing can be more romantic. Wine is a complicated beverage if you look at
how it is made and its history. In my younger years my wife drag me to all kinds of wine tasting
events, I hated it; but now I understand that she wanted me to know which one to pick for the most
romantic moments of our lives. Since then I have been this person who wants to know everything
about what I like to consume. This book bundle on wine and chocolate combines some of my two
favorites, and my wifeâ€™s, and it is great.

I thank the author for writing this book! If you want to know about chocolates and wine and its origin
and kinds, look no further. It gives the essentials of chocolates and wines and how it processed from
the start, from how it's grown to where to get it to your kitchen or in your table, in his usual easy to
read style. He also includes wonderful scrumptious detailed information which pretty much cover the

whole spectrum of chocolate and wine goodies.

Wine and Chocolate both are my favorite eatables. Before reading this book I was unknown about
some of the amazing facts about these eatables. This book tells you about the difference between
Red and white wine and how wine is made. It also explains the different verities of Chocolate and
from where the Choco seed comes. Now whenever I drink wine or eat Chocolate I have in my mind
their origins and production.
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